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Abstract: The communication protocols used on the internet are plaintext based. Even the 
usernames and corresponding passwords can be eavesdropped easily. Because of the 
continuous competition in business life enterprises may want (or better to say: should) 
improve the security of their data security including their communication. Firms are 
interested in seeing the sensitive data of their concurrent enterprises of course and nobody 
can avoid this if there are easy possibilities for eavesdropping. There are several methods 
to secure the different kinds of intercomputer communications of which the SSH is the most 
effective in general. SSH improves the security of intercomputer communication sending 
the originally plaintext data via strong encrypted tunnels so not only the contents of the 
communication is hidden but even the original protocol/activity itself as well. There is no 
need for special hardware or software for this, even free software tools are available both 
for Linux and Windows both on server and client sides. SSH can be used from behind 
foreign firewalls if any outgoing port is open even if the firewall uses NAT. The SSH 
protocol provides authentication of users and computers, encryption and data integrity 
over network transmission. 
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1 A Brief History 

At the beginning of the Internet security was not a question. 

The Internet started in 1970 between four computers. At those times there were 
only very few computers connected to the network so very few people could use 
it. They were real programmers1 and there were no crackers nor stupid users even 
in the neighbourhood of computers. This resulted in that that all the historical 
communication protocols are plaintext based ones. Not only the data contents but 
even the passwords travel in plaintext form across the network as well. Email 

                                                           
1  See The real programmers don't Use PASCAL. 

e.g. http://pauillac.inria.fr/~xleroy/stuff/real-programmers 
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protocols smtp and pop3, file trasfer protocol ftp, telnet, rlogin all can be 
eavesdropped easily. 

The situation changed slowly. By the year 1990 the use of the personal computers 
and the internet became universal. The world wide web project was started in 
1990 by Tim Berners Lee in CERN. Business acitvities also started via the 
internet. 

As the internet became an important and general data transfer layer, a 
communication possibility and tool the demand for the possibility of secure 
communication arised. Philip Zimmermann made his well-known PGP in 1991 
based on the RSA algorithm. The growing of the business acitivities and first of 
all the financial activities needed the security of the communication protocols 
themselves. By the middle of the nineties the most important results in security 
were born: the secure shell (SSH) in 1995, and the first version of secure socket 
layer (ssl) in 1996. 

Security in general and particularly the security of communication via the internet 
is a very important question today. There are several kinds of communication 
situations and therefore there are several kinds of solutions and software (or even 
hardware) tools. 

2 Communication Situations 

Here I will not describe all the possible situations which need improved security 
and all the possible solutions which could be applied. The most frequent 
communication problem is to secure the remote access of the computers and 
network resources of the enterprises. How can it be possible for the staff members 
to: 

• send emails via the mail server of their own enterprise, 

• get their emails, 

• access the intranet of the enterprise, 

• run different applications even on the Windows servers of the 
enterprise, 

• etc. 

remotely from anywhere in the world in a secure way across the firewall? There 
are not only many different situations as described above but there are many 
different possible solutions as well. These solutions can be very different in price, 
in effectiveness, in add-on services and, of course, in the measure of the security. 
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3 Free Softwares 

According to the Free Software Foundation [1]: 

Free software is a matter of the users' freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, 
change and improve the software. More precisely, it refers to four kinds of 
freedom, for the users of the software: 

• The freedom to run the program, for any purposes (freedom 0). 

• The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to your 
needs (freedom 1). Access to the source code is a precondition for this. 

• The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbour 
(freedom 2). 

• The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements to 
the public, so that the whole community benefits (freedom 3). Access to 
the source code is a precondition for this. 

Being free to do these things means (among other things) that you do not have to 
ask or pay for permission and you should have the source code as well. 

To have the source code of a software is the ultimate proof and tool of security. 
You can be sure that the software you use has no backdoors and other security 
risks builtin intentionally or accidentally only if the full source code is available. 

Because free softwares are usually free of charge as well a solution based on free 
softwares can be very cost-effective. 

4 Secure Shell and Computer Ports 

SSH is a genuine software tool for improving the security of data transfer between 
computers. It identifies not only the communicating computers but the users as 
well. 

SSH gives us three very important security services: 

• Authentication based on two different methods which can be 
combined. Public key and password can be used. A public key is 
something which the user must have, a password is a phrase he or she 
must know to prove his or her identity digitally. 

• Encryption. SSH ciphers the whole data stream by industry standard 
cryptographic algorithms such as Blowfish or AES (or some others). 
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• Data integrity. SSH guarantees the integrity of the data transferred 
over the insecure network by signing it digitally. 

SSH makes it possible for users to: 

• log in to a remote computer to run programs; 

• transfer files between the local and remote computers in a secure way 
(scp); 

• access remote network services in a secure way as if a VPN service 
were used (port forwarding). 

A (tcp) port (software port) is a virtual gate which programs can use to exchange 
data between computers directly instead of using files or any other temporary 
storage locations. Ports can be imagined as the different counters in an office 
where different matters can be arranged at these different counters. Ports are used 
to map incoming data to a given process running on a computer, e.g. port 25 is for 
the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, port 110 is for the POP3 protocol, port 3389 is 
for Windows remote desktop, etc. 

5 Solutions for Typical Situations for Free 

In the first case the client computers used by staff members are computers running 
Linux on them, either desktop computers at home or laptops anywhere in the 
world. In the second case the client machines are computers running any kind of 
(at least 32-bit) Windows on them. 

The technical requirements and circumstances in general are the following. Client 
machines are running Linux on them with X Window System. The enterprise 
network is protected by a firewall. Firewall rules do not allow any incoming 
connection from outside but SSH to one given computer, the SSH server. This 
machine need not to be a standalone SSH server, this SSH service can be run on a 
machine which runs other services as well. 

5.1 Sending Emails via the Network of the Enterprise 

Spamming has been a big problem for many years. Because of this outgoing mail 
servers, the so called SMTP2 servers are configured in a very strict way. They 
usually received outgoing emails only from computers of the enterprise. This is 
verified by checking the IP addresses of them (some other ways are possible, too). 
Home computers usually, travelling laptops always have dynamically assigned IP 

                                                           
2  Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
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addresses so the smtp server cannot be configured to receive mails from them. If a 
home computer had a static IP address this IP address could be faked by a 
spammer so the best solution in general is not to receive outgoing emails for 
delivery only from the own inner network. 

The other problem is the plaintext mode of the SMTP protocol. Let us suppose 
that a staff member needs to send a confidental email to his boss from the network 
of another enterprise. The contents of his or her email must be protected as well 
because it can be eavesdropped the most easiest way from the local network where 
his or her laptop is connected to and where the possibility of curiosity is the 
highest. Both problems can be solved by port forwarding. 

Employee should configure his or her mailer program on their own computer that 
the mailer program (e.g. Thunderbird) uses the localhost (127.0.0.1) as an 
outgoing (SMTP) server on port 2525 (e.g., suppose that port 2525 is not used by 
anything else). Because there are no SMTP services running on his/her computer 
and especially not on port 2525, this local port should be connected to the real 
SMTP port of the mail server of the enterprise via SSH: 

SSH -f -N -L 2525:server.enterprise.hu:25 server.enterprise.hu 

where server.enterprise.hu stands for the real name of the SMTP server of the 
enterprise which runs an SSH service as well. Option "-f" causes SSH to run in the 
background and "-N" must be supplied not to execute any remote program (e.g. 
user shell profile). "-L 2525:server.enterprise.hu:25" means that the local port 
2525 should be forwarded to port 25 of the server.enterprise.hu where the SMTP 
service is ready to handle outgoing emails. SSH-forwarded outgoing emails are 
considered to have local origin, because they are put to port 25 by the SSH service 
running on the server itself. See figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1 

Sending email by SSH port forwarding 
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5.2 Receiving E-mails via POP3 

To use POP3 protocol to get somebody's emails is easily possible from anywhere. 
This needs only the proper use of a user name and the corresponding password. In 
this case there are no direct possibilities of using the enterprise's resources as e.g. 
the above mentioned spamming. Because of the indirect possibilities it is not 
recommended to use the POP3 protocol via an untrusted network. What are these 
indirect possibilities? 

Usernames and passwords travel in plaintext form across the network so they can 
easily be eavesdopped. Because many people don't like to memorize several 
different passwords so most of us (no, most of you:) use the same password almost 
for everything. Maybe the password someone uses to get their emails is the same 
as he or she uses for internet banking or even to reach the supercomputer of the 
enterprise. 

Not only usernames and passwords travel in plaintext form across the network but 
the full email data as well. It is easy to imagine (or better to say: find) situations in 
which it is not recommended or even not allowed. 

This situation can be handled just in the same manner than in the above example. 

An employee should configure his or her mailer program on his or her own 
computer that the mailer program (e.g. Thunderbird) uses the localhost (127.0.0.1) 
as an incoming (POP3) server on port 110. Because there are no POP3 services 
running on his/her computer, this local port should be connected to the POP3 port 
of the real mail server of the enterprise via SSH: 

SSH -f -N -L 110:pop3.enterprise.hu:25 pop3.enterprise.hu 

where pop3.enterprise.hu stands for the real name of the POP3 server of the 
enterprise which runs an SSH service as well. Options are the same as described 
above. 

5.3 Browsing the Intranet Remotely 

Let us suppose that an employee ought to reach the intranet of his or her enterprise 
from an untrusted network to browse some important data while (s)he is taking 
part at some business meeting somewhere in the world. The name intranet, 
opposite to the name internet, means that it is not a worldwide net (web) but is for 
internal use only. So the intranet must not be reached from anywhere but from the 
trusted network of the enterprise due to the fact that the http protocol is also a 
plaintext based protocol. But what if employees should access their intranet from a 
remote point of the internet? Let us suppose in this case that the web server of the 
intranet does not run an SSH service but there is a standalone SSH server in the 
network of the enterprise. 
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SSH -f -N -L 8080:intranet.enterprise.hu:80 SSHserver.enterprise.hu 

In the above example the leading switches are the same as discussed earlier. There 
is a little difference in the port forwarding because the web server of the intranet 
and the SSH server is not the same machine. We ask in this example the SSH 
server (SSHserver.enterprise.hu) to connect the port 8080 of the employee's 
computer to the port 80 of another computer, to the port 80 of the web server of 
the intranet. So plaintext http data traffic occures only in the trusted internal 
network of the enterprise which is allowed. Data between the enterprise and the 
employee's computer is transported via SSH which means that it is safely encoded. 
See Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 

Browsing the intranet remotely 

5.4 Running Windows Applications Remotely 

In the examples shown above all the accessed server machines can be Linux boxes 
because the typical network services are usually run by Linux or Unix computers. 
But what can be done if the employee ought to access a Windows machine 
remotely to run a Windows application from their Linux computers? Port 
forwarding can be done of course and a small utility program (rdesktop) should be 
used which provides remote desktop access to some Windows machines. 
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In this case not only the encoding of the data traffic is interesting but the running 
of Windows application remotely from a Linux/Unix box as well. Suppose that the 
enterprise has a standalone SSH server port forwarding should be done as usual: 

SSH -f -N -L 3389:windowsmachine.enterprise.hu:3389 SSHserver.enterprise.hu 

where port 3389 is used to access the Windows desktop remotely. After having 
port 3389 of the local machine forwarded one can run the rdesktop utility to 
connect to port 3389 of the local machine: 

rdesktop -f -a 24 -k hu -u employee localhost:3389 

where "-a 24" stands for a 24 bit color depth, "-k hu" means that a hungarian 
keyboard layout should be used, "-u employee" gives the username and "-f" for 
full-screen mode. If everything is all right the Windows login window will appear 
in fullscreen mode on the graphical screen of the X Window System of the 
employee's Linux machine. 

5.5 If Employee Runs Windows on his/her Laptop 

All in the above examples we supposed that employees run Linux not only on 
their own computers but on their laptops as well. If employees run Windows of 
any kinds on their computers all the port forwarding methods mentioned 
previously (and others of course) can be applied in the same manner. Instead of 
the command-line commands the freeware utility PuTTY.exe can be used which 
has a graphical user interface to make the necessary port forwardings by clicking 
the mouse. PuTTY can be run even as a restricted user. PuTTY is a free 
implementation of Telnet and SSH for Win32 (and Unix) platforms. It is written 
and maintained primarily by Simon Tatham. The latest version is beta 0.60. 
Official home page: 

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/ 

6 Software and Hardware Requirements 

There is no need for special hardware nor special software opposite to VPN 
solutions. SSH software is needed, of course, both on server and client side. There 
are several possibilities both for Linux/Unix and for almost all versions of (todays) 
Windows. 

OpenSSH is a free version of the SSH connectivity tools with strong encryption 
(such as 3DES, Blowfish, AES), port forwarding (encrypted channels for legacy 
protocols), strong authentication and agent forwarding. It can be used with almost 
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all kinds of Linux/Unix like operating systems and with Windows.[6] OpenSSH is 
part of all main Linux distributions. 

SSH Tectia [7] is a commercial SSH version for Windows and Linux (for 
commercial purposes). Non-commercial usage is free. 

VanDyke Software offers a commercial solution for only Windows platforms. 
VShell is for server side, SecureCRT is for client side. They offer a 30-day trial 
period with full functionality. 

SSH can be used from behind strict firewalls and even with NAT (Network 
Address Translation). The only requirement is that the SSH protocol itself should 
be allowed through the firewall from/to any given ports. 
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